Lawrence 254

Classroom Audio & Visual Instructions

1. Choosing the Source

* Find the power button in the lower left corner of the amplifier. When on, the button will turn from amber to green.
* Press either end of the Source Selector toggle button to move the small green light beside the source you want to playback. If the source indicator light disappears, continue pressing the selector button until it re-appears.
* For Computer audio select PC or laptop.

2. Operating the Projector

* Locate the projector remote.
* Press the RED or Green Standby/On button aiming it at the projector until the projector lamp and fan come on.

3. For VIDEO (VCR or DVD or AUX input)

* Press VIDEO on the projector remote repeatedly to toggle between inputs. Projector should display "No input detected on Video".
* Proceed to section 2 below.

4. For Laptop Computers

* Connect the VGA cable (attached to the media cabinet) to your laptop.
* Press RGB on the projector remote. Projector should display "No input detected on RGB 1".
* Attach 15 pin VGA cable to the laptop, turn laptop on.
* If no image displays:

   For PCs: Hold down the Fn (function button lower left corner of the keyboard) and then press the numbered F button on the top row of the keyboard that has LCD/CRT or 2 monitor icons printed on the key. You may need to do this 2 or 3 times.

   For Macs: make sure your VGA adapter is plugged in right side up. Go to "DISPLAYS" in system preferences. For i-Books: click "Detect Displays". For G-4, click arrangement tab at top middle of display window. Check the box in lower left hand corner indicating Mirroring function on.

For laptop audio it is necessary to plug a "mini to mini" or 1/8" to 1/8" (male on both ends) audio cable in to the headphone jack of the laptop, and then into the auxiliary audio input for the pc on the side of the media box.

Call 346-3091 for more information.